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Abstract: 

   The present paper explores the 

textual practice referred to in 

translation studies as 

pseudotranslation with particular 

reference to Arabic 

pseudotranslations in the first half of 

the twentieth century. Rather than 

adopting Toury's (1980, 1995, 

2005) definition of 

pseudotranslation as a text 

fictitiously presented as a translation 

of another text that has never 

existed it adopts the definition of 

Robinson (1998) and other scholars 

who give the name to a variety of 

borderline texts ranging from 

original texts with themes, 

character, setting imported from a 

foreign culture to texts presented as 

genuine translation of a source text 

though the interpretation offered by 

the translator produces what  almost 

verges on a new text that barely 

relates to its assumed source. 

Examples of Arabic poems by abdul 

Rahman Shukri, Ahmad Zaki abu 

Shadi and translations of Shelly's 

Ode to a Skylark are cited as 

examples of Arabic 

pseudotranslations in Robinson's 

sense. 

Keywords: 

Pseudotranslation, borderline texts, 

Arabic translations of Romantic 

poetry 
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Since Popovic (1976), Santoyo 

(1984) and Toury (1980, 1995, 

and 2005) have placed 

pseudotranslation as some topic 

worth its position among 

Descriptive Translation Studies 

numerous studies have been 

conducted to explore the 

boundaries of this kind of 

translational practice as well as its 

cultural significance. The 

definitions of pseudotranslation 

proposed  first by Popovic (1976, 

p.20 as cited in Robinson, 1998) 

as an "original work[ published] as 

a fictitious translation or 
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pseudotranslation in order to win a 

wide public, thus making use of 

the readers' expectations…in order 

to realize [the author's] own 

literary program" or by Toury- 

whether initially as "texts which 

are regarded as literary translations 

though no genuine STs exist for 

them" (Toury, 1980, p.31) or later 

as "texts which have been 

presented as translations with no 

corresponding source texts in other 

languages ever having existed-

hence no factual transfer 

operations and translation 

relationships" (Toury, 1995, p.40)- 

have been the theoretical basis for 

a number of studies citing texts 

proved to be all but fictitious 

translations. Examples include 

American pseudotranslations in 

the 1970s (Apter, 2005 as cited in 

Rizzi,2008), Thomas Mallory's 

Morte d'Arthur  and Macpherson's 

Ossianic poems Fragments of 

Ancient Poetry, Fingal and 

Temora (Bassnett, 1998), Persian 

pseudotranslations of Charlie 

Chaplin's letter to his daughter 

Geraldine (Dehcheshmeh, 2013), 

the Book of Mormon, the holy text 

of the Church of Jesus Christ of 

Latter –Day Saints (Hermans, 

2007; Toury 2005), French 

pseudotranslations in the 1980s 

(McCall, 2006 as cited in 

Rizzi,2008),Spanish 

pseudotranslations at the time of 

Franco(Merino and Rabadan 2002, 

as cited in Rizzi, 2008), Middle 

Ages texts such as the Historia 

Regum Britanniae, the Parzival, 

Boiardo's Orlando Innamorato 

(Rambelli, 2008), Boiardo's 

Historie Imperiali in Fifteenth 

century Italy (Rizzi, 2008),  

pseudotranslations of Anglo-phone 

science fiction and fantasy novels 

in Hungary in the 1990s ( Sohar, 

2000), a Swedish 
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pseudotranslation of a Turkish 

diary novel(Tahir-Gulcargar, 

2014), Holz and Schlafone's Papa 

Hamlet , a pseudotranslation from 

Norwegian in 19th century 

Germany (Toury, 1995),  

 Toury's definition nevertheless 

opened the door for further "varied 

and often conflicting"(Rizzi, 2008, 

p.154) definitions of 

pseudotranslation that have not 

treated genuine translation and 

pseudotranslation as two 

diametrically opposed practices 

highlighting the fuzziness of this 

type of texts and placing them 

among borderline cases of 

translation(Kyaalmyaan,1998; 

Pym;1998; Robinson;1998). 

Robinson's (1998) definition of 

pseudotranslation is of such 

particular significance because it 

offered a new perspective on this 

type of text different from Toury's. 

First, it has not set the non-

existence of source text as the 

decisive postulate to assign a text 

the status of pseudotranslation. 

Second, it cast doubt on the 

assumed demarcation between an 

original and a translation. Third, a 

pseudotranslation according to 

Robinson is not purposefully 

produced or prearranged as such, 

in contrast to the deliberateness on 

the part of the author of this type 

of text to be "presented as 

translation" as implied in Toury's 

definition. A pseudotranslation as 

Robinson put it is:  

…a text[not only]pretending, or 

purporting or frequently taken to 

be a translation…but also a 

translation that is frequently taken 

to be an original work…a 

pseudotranslation might be 

defined as a work whose status as 

"original" or "derivative" is, for 

whatever social or textual reason 

problematic. This creates 
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innumerable problems for 

definition, not only because it is 

not always clear what a so-called 

real or authentic translation is, but 

because some texts have been 

presented one way by their authors 

and taken another by their readers 

(p.183). 

The inconclusive nature of this 

type of texts has been far and 

above reinforced by many studies 

to whom this broad perspective 

has given greater leeway to re-read 

an array of problematic texts. One 

can cite English-language thrillers 

set in Italy  by a number of British 

and American novelists 

(O'Sullivan, 2004) as well as 

Turkish pseudotranslations of 

Sherlock Holmes (Tahir-

Gulcargar, 2008). Popular in 

Turkey in the first half of the 

twentieth century Sherlock Holmes 

novels proved to be an 

inexhaustible mine for writers to 

attempt various representations of 

the original ranging from those 

simply importing Holmes' 

character with a wholly new 

contrived plot to texts that brought 

together elements from a 

multiplicity of Holmes' stories or 

those showing similarity to one 

particular story or even no 

similarity at all though presented 

as its translation. 

The present paper contributes 

to the same area of study 

attempting to trace how far Arabic 

literature in the first half of the 

twentieth century accommodated 

pseudotranslations in Robinson's 

sense: texts lying at the 

intersection of "original" and 

"derivative", an area still under 

researched in Arabic literary 

history. Interestingly enough, 

Arabic poetry in the first half of 

the twentieth century particularly 

in the first three decades, a period 
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of unmistakable socio-political, 

cultural and literary changes had 

proved not to be lacking in this 

mode of literary production. 

Arabic pseudotranslations 

identified by the author of the 

present paper, though in no way 

exhaustive, were found to be of 

two main types :( 1) poems 

inspired by universal themes 

particularly Classical 

history/mythology, ancient 

Egyptian mythology and biblical 

stories; and (2) translations of 

English Romantic poetry 

especially Shelley's.  

The most conspicuous 

examples of the first type were 

attempted by two leading Egyptian 

literary figures representative, 

unsurprisingly enough, of the 

innovative trend in Arabic poetry 

in the first decades of the twentieth 

century. The first was abdul-

Rahman Shukri, the poet and co-

founder of al-Diwan school (1920) 

together with Abbas Mahmoud al-

Aqqad and Ibrahim al-Mazini that 

heralded the call for a new kind of 

poetry both in form and content 

capable of displacing the neo-

classical poetry of the time. The 

second was Ahmad Zaki abu 

Shadi, the poet, translator, founder 

and editor of Apollo literary 

journal (September 1932-

December 1934) and the co-

founder of Apollo literary society 

that was seen as the heir of al-

Diwan school. 

Shukri wrote two poems 

inspired by Classical themes/ 

history:  ����� x��] ��yz�� <� ( A 

Spartan mother who killed her son 

) in his second collection of poems 

��q.+� t b̂[ (Pearls of Wisdom) 

(1913) and (I�7�)� ���� {���q��
G5�7�)� 0��R � �g��R? ( Icarus, the 

Roman slave: An incident in 

Roman history) in his fifth 
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collection of poems ��)T|� 
(Thoughts) (1916), two 

unequivocal examples of "texts set 

in a foreign setting" (O'Sullivan, 

2004) or "originals with imported 

characters"(Tahir-Gulcargar, 

2008): 


�� ����  
����� ���� 

 }�U~ �<	�� 37 (��� �).  U�
� L��� 9�)� �5��e.  
��� L �7a L#��� L-����  ���R ����� �!��� W�:��  
����� (R�a �)���� 5a :�  �:K�� LIa ���
� � :��  
�`� d��� �I��� L�7)  *�)�� L��� �%���� �- m ,7  

� cY] ��� �yz��� 5���T  �: �
� �� �M�� ���. �c7  
 }�7�)R ���)#� _j x��;   ���)7 �<�)�� ��/)� ����  
��� x�`> 5���� 3$�|� � ��a   ����67 ����R ��:
�� ��:Y���  
� x��] �� � b%��- }�7a 5��   ����7 ��� � m ���� _��]  
��� _�. x7);a hg x.�  .%�� 9:�� �� 3q� � �U  

 

One may wonder why an Arab 

poet would versify such a foreign 

theme but the preface Shukri 

wrote for his fifth collection of 

poems (1915, pp.408-409) in 

which this poem appeared may 

make it clear:1 

The new literary modes that  

keep unfolding in the present time 

need one to study the literatures 

and cultures of those nations that 

reigned the world and contributed 

to its sciences and arts. Only this 

can invigorate our literature, whet 

our imagination, and broaden our 

minds (pp.408-409). 

Shukri's enthusiasm for 

absorbing influences of world 

literatures and enacting Classical 

themes seemed to be a long-held 
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belief that had probably brought 

him criticism. In the preface he 

wrote for Shukri's second 

collection of poems (1913, pp.136-

137) al-Aqqad defended Shukri's 

practice:2 

I have been told by some that 

Shukri's poetry is explicitly 

foreignized. For me there is 

nothing as Western poetic themes 

and technique and Arabic ones. 

The difference , if there is any,  is 

in the essence of aesthetic 

experience…Western poetry has 

dealt with genres still alien to 

Arabic poetry such as narrative 

poetry which has limited its scope 

for innovation and earned the poet 

who attempts them, strangely 

enough, a reputation as a 

foreignizer    
Following in the footsteps of 

Shukri, abu Shadi exploited 

Classical, ancient Egyptian 

mythology and biblical stories in a 

good number of his poems (12 

poems). The editorial of the first 

issue of Apollo, the poetry journal 

he established (September1932-

December 1934) resonated with 

the same call to establish link with 

world literature and in the heart of 

it Classical mythology:3 

...Considering the standing 

Arabic poetry has always 

cherished among literary genres 

and the current deplorable 

conditions of poets and poetry 

alike which in real fact 

undermines the national spirit 

comes this journal, the first in the 

Arab world to be dedicated to 

poetry...this is the task we take 

upon ourselves:  to do whatever 

we can to restore to Arabic poetry 

its past glory inspired by Greek 

mythology in which Apollo, the 

god of sun, poetry, music and 

prophecy enjoyed pride of place 

(p.5). 
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To understand why abu Shadi's 

and Shukri's poems are treated as 

versified pseudotranslations of 

Classical mythology/history one 

should go back to O'Sullivan's 

(2004) analysis of contemporary 

English language crime novels set 

in Italy and written by British and 

American authors. Though no 

overt reference in any way is made 

to the fact that they are translation, 

O'Sullivan argued, and far from 

the sense of pseudotranslation as 

defined by Toury, the status of 

pseudotranslation attributed to 

these texts, as she justified it, rests 

on Bassnett's (1998, p.26) concept 

of "collusion"; a peculiar kind of 

agreement between the reader and 

the writer regarding "the usages of 

that term translation". Under this 

agreement the reader willingly 

participates in an act of 

"manipulation" exercised by the 

writer to decode and assimilate the 

text in question as translation 

"presupposing an original 

somewhere…not a single text". 

Translation according to this 

agreement becomes "not so much 

as category in its own right but 

rather as a set of textual practices 

with which the writer and reader 

collude" (Bassnett, 1998, pp. 26-

30). Such textual practices rest on 

paratextual and in-text features 

usually associated with translation 

between cultures that do not 

belong to the same part of the 

world  that function to accentuate 

the foreignness and hence the 

fuzzy status of these texts yet 

allow the reader to delve into a 

wholly foreign milieu. They serve 

to bridge the gap between "the 

embodied and situated knowledge 

related to cultural configurations 

and practices in the source culture" 

(Tymozcko, 2010, p.227) and 

those of the target culture. A 
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significant paratextual clue 

according to O'Sullivan is the 

"peritext", first used by Genette 

(1978), or all that can be used to 

introduces a text proper such as 

cover, author's name, title, blurb, 

table of contents, narrator's 

comments, notes (O'Sullivan, 

2004, Pym, 1998, Tahir-

Gulcargar, Tymozcko, 2014). 

 The paratextual materials in 

Shukri's poems as well as abu 

Shadi's are effectively employed 

with all having titles referring to 

foreign themes: historical figures/ 

incidents as in Shukri's poems or 

Classical, ancient Egyptian 

mythology and biblical figures as 

in abu Shadi's.  Some poems by 

the latter have titles written in both 

English and Arabic and a preface.: 

 ����:� � {:�o Zeus & Europa ( U�/
�	�� nj:YI � ��[� ? (Apollo, 

February 1933, p.652);  �����
d�$:YQ� (Apollo,March 1933, 

p.765); ��I��� � x���).� Aphrodite 

& Adonis (Apollo, April 1933, 

p.900);  0�:T�+� 37 ��`7?*�R+�
G0)$�V� �T��� ��q�Mq
� (Apollo, May 

1933, p.1032); 5:#�)� � :-:�� 
(Apollo, June 1933, 

p.1180);�����:� � {:�.�� Orpheus 

& Eurydice (Apollo, September 

1933, p.33;0UI��� � d])� Herakles 

& Deianeira(Apollo, October 

1933, p.147); �:�[� �; � ���I� 

(Apollo, November 1933, p.211); 
3�K� t���� The Maiden of Bekhten 

(Apollo, January 1934, p.395); 

(�.�� � ::�a  t��M�� ���:�� (� (�.��
 	�. ����- �] � )�`� L� ::�� ���R� (��
���� 0)�r ^� x�����  ��/��� 
(Apollo, October 1934, p.226); 

�R:� � ��& Beauty and the Beast 

(Apollo, December 1934, p.727).  

In-text features in these poems 

are no less important as 

"pseudotranslations are known to 

insert elements into their texts 

which are normally associated 
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with translations in the target 

culture. They may include 

abundant use of foreign names, 

settings, situations and cultural 

items" (Tahir-Gulcargar, 2014, 

pp.517-8). Efficacious as they are 

in putting these poems among 

borderline cases, the paratextual 

and in-text features can help 

explain as well why some foreign 

culture in particular is looked up to 

as a source of inspiration. One 

reason that Tahir-Gulcargar (2014) 

suggested is the availability of a 

certain genre and how far it can be 

taken as illustrative of the foreign 

culture. Here it is predominantly 

Classical themes something that 

the quotes by Shukri and al-Aqqad 

hinted at. As such they can be 

looked at as an act of "cultural 

translation" in the sense of "those 

practices of literary translation that 

try…to convey extensive cultural 

background, or set out to represent 

another culture via translation" 

(Sturge, 2009, p. 67) which is 

successfully carried out when a 

pseudotranslator or "a target 

culture author signals an interest in 

certain aspects of the source 

culture in their entirety, rather than 

in one single expression of 

it"(Rambelli, 2009, 209). In other 

words, "no corresponding source 

text [but] corresponding ideas, 

situations and textual fragments in 

a source culture that are reflected 

in the pseudotranslations" (Tahir-

Gurcalgar, 2014, p.521) which 

highlights the disputable status of 

this type of texts.abu Shadi's 

 ����:� � {:�.�� inspired by 

Classical mythology offers another 

example of how paratextual and 

in-text material can be exploited to 

bestow on an Arabic poem the 

status of pseudotranslation. 
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 �7 ��� ���� �� � ���
� �L��T�-�   � ����6��� �l:T� ����- xI�/  

*** 
(��� � ���:�+� 9:� G �{:�.�a ? �7   (]��� ��:;:� �3 b���� , �3����  
�Z���� W� L� �<:��� (�u®    �����y L�7 �5e/�  �̄ �=|�  
��� �7 �����6�. , ����6� (�e�    �̄ �)J�°�� �%�� �� d� , �3#�  
 �L�	�� �c�] �: �7 ��:;:� �d/    �̄ ���+� �S.�>� �t�:�� (�R  

 0�� ��� � �7� �0U�/ �x��� �j    �0U�Q�� �[  �̄ �� �3���  
 ����Y �� �:�� �� ����a �3 �����    �̄ �:r+�� �<=R+� �� ����/  
 �� �Y ��. �a � �k������ L �-�. �3 �7    �̄ �] ��� �bg:�
� �!�:�`�  
� �� � �¤� �0���� 3� ������ :�.   °�� � �� �)���� :�� �̄ �#r  

*** 
 �Lb�#� G �����:�� ? �0%�%�� ���I    }=�� �]  ����; �j�= �7 � �xI�/�  

 �x �� �Qa������ . b(�� �̀ � �3��� ^   [ �3 �#��  ��� �& �t��� ( �� �) ��  
 }���T �7 bhr+� �d���� 37 ��t�;   
� (��^���
� ���M�� �����  
 �! �)� � �I (�� �R �¥ �)�� m Lb�q    ��� �O �L�r �� �� �] LbIa :�  

                                                 
  اlyre  STUVWàÚ  .SXYZYPXRاPQRرا:  ١
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 �Lb�. �d���± �3 �7 �� �� ��a �̄ ��r��    }[��> 9a��  ����> �d/ �̄ :.  
 �̂ �+� �0)]���� �<=Ra L�-)��    }[�V7 �:6�>  ���V7 �d/ �%�  
Lb�#� ��	�� � (����� ��`�I    } 6I ��Ra��  ��	/ �d/ ���  
 �L� (R:�M� �*��� *:f (� �u �7�    ��� �:�� �LR�)� �5:�#� �9�  

*** 
 �L�1R �)�y�� �w (�� �u �7 \R �� �� �� m    �L �7: � �� G �����:� ? ���j� � �" �� ��J�  

 �¥ �)��- m � �L �Y�� �R �S �6 �¦ 5a �[    �L �Y��I ���`�� 9a� ��R �*��� �  
9�� �d1�� �t:u�� 9 ����� �8r�    �L �Y�MI L�7 �5e/ L��� :�¦  

 }�� !�:� �7 ���Ra� }%��7 ��    �7 �d���� �  �L �7:�I b_#� [ ��  
 }9: �� �hR)� m G �{:����� ���a ? �3q   �� ��6. h/� , 	� �L �Y�R� �<�)  

 }�Y� �� �#�T �> �c �7 �% �� L-a��� ��Y/    �L �Y�)J ���V�M
� �X�)�� �8T>  
�²��� }e��� �7 �)- h�. �x ����    �L �Y��� �M�- ��a� �7� �*� �)��� �[�  
9�� �)� ���6Ie. ������� (�u7�   ! �L �Y� � �>� L�� �> �6� �� ��:
��  

*** 
-�> �5�:�.a �� �u�� �xT �6� �d    �d-�> �́ � �O �3 �7 �*)² \R �  

 �� �: �� ����M �¦ G �{:����� �� ��a ? (-a�     �d-�6� �h� �̄ ��. �t���� �)g�  
 �L �I��� ����� �L��:�� (��� �u �7�    �d.��� ���
� �ma � �3¡�� ��  
 �d-� �67 ��:� ��� �] 	Ie/�    �d-�6 �7 �8a ���)� �0���� 9U  

q� 	�7 �L]: �6 �� �*:�I �j 3� �) b#    �d$�%� ��	�� �� �� b�)� �j �3 �7  
 �). ���`�� �xY��e. �x-�7�� �R�    �d$�#�7 �3 ��� �7 �j= �7 xI�/  

 �L ��Y�� G �{:�.�a ? �����R xI�/    �d$�M�
� cb�T�
� �! ���`�  
 }� �Y �� �S� �� m �5� �3 ������ }���� ��   ��7 ���7� �l�i �!��� ��� ! �dy�� ��  

 �x �K �� �²��� �t�K �M�� �����T�   q �d$�#�7 9)I [ �] ���  
 ***  

.µ� ����V �7 G {:�.�a ? �3�� �# �- �j   � �²�# �Q ������ �3��� �3 �Y �i �j�  
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L�Ie/ ���� L� ��	q� ���� ��   � �²�j 3� �!��I �� ��� �" �o� �J  
 �L���� �0���� �UM/� �5e/�   �� �²�� �£ �dQa �3��� ��� �l��i�  
 �L �7� �7a G �����:�� ? ���V�� �j�.   � �²�� �M� ��6�)J L�r �*��� �  
 }.o�� ����� �� �) �. 37 �dye.�    }.o�� d� �L-	�I�  � �²	�I  

! ���`�� �)�V�� �M�- m ���q   � �²��R �)�� !�T�a 9�� :��  
 }� �� b) �7 ��	
� 9a).� � �7 } bzq�   � �²�. �)� L �R ��� lb�:� 9:�.  

*** 
 �L�I:� �r G �{:�.�a ? �) ���` �7 �x��J    �L�I:� �±� L�� �u�- �0���� 9a��  
L�I: � 9� �)� ��q�£ ����>�.    �L�I: � �� ���� �_�� �7 �<�� �7  
 ��Y�67 G �����:� ? ���.� [ �m    �L���6� �<�]a 	/ ��	
� �3��  

�uY. �L�. �% �� ����R �!�:] �d/� (��    �L�I:� �; !�:�] (/ja �7 �d��  
! ���`I �5:�. 37 �)KQ �S`I�.    �L �I:�.� L �R�� �)KQ �dq�  
 }9�7 ^� �5:��� �h��� S�.�-�    �L�I:�. G 5:#�)� ? ��p� ��ge.  

�� �� ��w ���] �)� G �{� �) �� � �¤ ? �j   �� �� �� �] G :-:�� ? �j �L �I:q� �!�  
 �L`�� G �����:�� ? �� �̀ �� �� �*��a�    �L���Yi� �LP� �d.�/ �3#��  

*** 
 �L ���� �Y� G �5:#�)� ? G :-:�� ? 9 ���;    �L �R� �� ����J �d/ (� }�b��7a  
 �c$�� �́ �R �x�� (� ����7a    �L �R �) ��� �<�)�� �. �) �� �
�T�  
 �!�:�� ��: �Y � � �y'r� 	b�q    �L ���� �  <=1� 37 ��:�� (�R  
 �!��P. ���� �R �3 �7 ���j�� �¦ (��uY.    �L �� � �I �cI�:7 (�e� �! ���P.�  

 �L�� �0)1I ���e.  �_����7    �L �� �#���� �L7�)�� �� b���7  
 �L`�� G ����:� ? ����7 l�ie.    }[��> ��J�  �L��#� �d��I�a �7  

 ��)1I�q� L�d 9:�� (��� �7    �LR�] �a �L7: �a �L��� �� 37  
L 9��; =� }��I�g ���R��    ! �LR� �� 9 �: ���I �5���+� � *�je.  

The second type of Arabic 

pseudotranslations crystallizing 

Robinson's definition as "a work 

whose status as "original or 
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"derivative" is, for whatever social 

or textual reason, problematic" can 

be seen with translations showing 

"certain resemblances" or even 

none to their original (Tahir-

Gulcargar, 2008). Some of these 

controversially defined texts; 

originals if compared to the source 

text and translations according to 

their paratextual features as Tahir-

Gulcargar (2014) put it were found 

by the researcher to be translations 

of English poetry, predominantly 

Romantic. The examples cited in 

the present paper are a number of 

renderings of Shelley's Ode to a 

Skylark by different translators 

from a total of ten translations 

(Rauof, 1984) by Egyptian and 

Arab poets. For Egyptian 

intellectuals Shelley was highly 

admired for his poetry that 

celebrated "the freedom of the 

individual, natural beauty, free 

love" (Enani, 2015, pp. 186-188). 

Ode to a Skylark particularly was 

the embodiment of these ideals of 

English Romantic poetry which 

made of the act of translating it 

"an exercise in resistance" in light 

of the political and cultural 

environment in Egypt. For the 

intelligentsia social and political 

freedom cannot be attained 

without personal freedom. 

Translating Shelley's poetry 

betrayed a strong sensation among 

them to escape the repressive 

political conditions of the time and 

make up for the freedom they were 

denied under the British 

occupation, the monarchy, and the 

ineffectual governments of the 

time. Mohamad Hussien Heikal, 

the famous literary figure and 

editor of al-Siyasa al-Ausbu'iya 

wrote an analytical study of 

Shelley's poetry based on his 

biography previously translated 

into Arabic by Ahmad el-Sawi 
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Mohamad attributing the 

unparalleled status Shelley 

enjoyed among English poets to 

his belief in utmost freedom of 

thought and expression that earned 

him the enmity of his 

contemporaries but made of him a 

messenger of freedom, truth and 

tolerance (as cited in Rauof, 1984, 

pp.135-136)4 

Though all sharing the same 

socio-political and cultural milieu 

each translator's sense of personal 

freedom was distinctively 

expressed in the translations they 

attempted with each offering an 

all-new interpretation of the source 

text and an original perspective 

thus implied (verging on an 

original text produced). The 

Arabic translations (most 

accompanied by paratextual 

material) set against Shelley's 

poem may illustrate this which is 

again typical of what Robinson 

meant by a text falling "in a grey 

area" between a translation and an 

original. The translations included 

are those by Felmon Khori (no 

date), Mohamad Ali Tharwat 

(1920), Mokhtar el-Wakil (1933), 

Ahmad Zaki abu Shadi (1934), 

Khalil Hindawi (1938) and 

Ibrahim Sakik (1950) ( as cited in 

Rauof, 1984)  

Hail to thee, blithe Spirit!  

Bird thou never wert,  

That from Heaven, or near it,  

Pourest thy full heart  

In profuse strains of 

unpremeditated art. 

Higher still and higher  

From the earth thou springest  

Like a cloud of fire;  

The blue deep thou wingest,  

And singing still dost soar, and 

soaring ever singest. 

In the golden lightning  

Of the sunken sun,  
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O'er which clouds are 

bright'ning,  

Thou dost float and run;  

Like an unbodied joy whose 

race is just begun.  

 

The pale purple even  

Melts around thy flight;  

Like a star of Heaven,  

In the broad day-light  

Thou art unseen, but yet I hear 

thy shrill delight,  
 
Keen as are the arrows  

Of that silver sphere,  

Whose intense lamp narrows  

In the white dawn clear  

Until we hardly see, we feel 

that it is there.  

All the earth and air  

With thy voice is loud,  

As, when night is bare,  

From one lonely cloud  

The moon rains out her beams, 

and Heaven is overflow'd. 

 
What thou art we know not;  

What is most like thee?  

From rainbow clouds there 

flow not  

Drops so bright to see  

As from thy presence showers a 

rain of melody.  

 
Like a Poet hidden  

In the light of thought,  

Singing hymns unbidden,  

Till the world is wrought  

To sympathy with hopes and 

fears it heeded not:  

 

Like a high-born maiden  

In a palace-tower,  

Soothing her love-laden  

Soul in secret hour  

With music sweet as love, 

which overflows her bower:  

 
Like a glow-worm golden  

In a dell of dew,  
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Scattering unbeholden  

It's real hue  

Among the flowers and grass, 

which screen it from the view:  

 

Like a rose embower'd  

In its own green leaves,  

By warm winds deflower'd,  

Till the scent it gives  

Makes faint with too much 

sweet those heavy-winged thieves: 

  

Sound of vernal showers  

On the twinkling grass,  

Rain-awaken'd flowers,  

All that ever was  

Joyous, and clear, and fresh, 

thy music doth surpass.  

 

Teach us, Sprite or Bird,  

What sweet thoughts are thine:  

I have never heard  

Praise of love or wine  

That panted forth a flood of 

rapture so divine.  

 
Chorus Hymeneal,  

Or triumphal chant,  

Match'd with thine would be 

all  

But an empty vaunt,  

A thing wherein we feel there is 

some hidden want.  

 
What objects are the fountains  

Of thy happy strain?  

What fields, or waves, or 

mountains?  

What shapes of sky or plain?  

What love of thine own kind? 

what ignorance of pain?  

 
With thy clear keen joyance  

Languor cannot be:  

Shadow of annoyance  

Never came near thee:  

Thou lovest: but ne'er knew 

love's sad satiety.  

 

Waking or asleep,  
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Thou of death must deem  

Things more true and deep  

Than we mortals dream,  

Or how could thy notes flow in 

such a crystal stream?  

 
We look before and after,  

And pine for what is not:  

Our sincerest laughter  

With some pain is fraught;  

Our sweetest songs are those 

that tell of saddest thought.  

 

Yet if we could scorn  

Hate, and pride, and fear;  

If we were things born  

Not to shed a tear,  

I know not how thy joy we ever 

should come near.  

 
Better than all measures  

Of delightful sound,  

Better than all treasures  

That in books are found,  

Thy skill to poet were, thou 

scorner of the ground!  

 

Teach me half the gladness  

That thy brain must know,  

Such harmonious madness  

From my lips would flow  

The world should listen then, as 

I am listening now.  

 
!"�#�� �$� 

q� )$�T� ��a 	M� W�a 37 ��� h�)
S�])� �L��] ��qM�  ���r ����� �5��e�

 }7=�� ��"���- 2 2t	M� ^��a ^� �S�" 0
 }�:y��  }���� 9)¶�  t�u#� ¥)� �

� S#`� �7=- (�R ��re� cy�M
 }���r 2������ �Y`� }��a � x�#-�� �7 �

 }�#-)7��  �h �M�
� �)#� _Ie/ ���r �7
 �-e`I � ��a �2!��� 0t���� L 

 ���- 	/  ��T7 b:Y� � ���-�
� 2����� 5��
 � 0)��%� �Y��� 5a W

 }¡�7 �z� [ h�>)� _-:Q�  	/ ,t�;�+�
 h��+� ��.�Q ��� � ���� ��ra d�M-
 �:�� 37 5�.:T� t�u#�� ¥�+� )Y��.
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 �L��r :� ��� �7� 25:q- �j�7� �xIa 37
7 29��a [ _� 37 ��qM�
� t�
� ��)T] 3

 ��6I�)� (q" 5a )T
� {:] *���
2���`� ����� _I��a �]� ��$�k� 

 ��� ��Y�- t������ _��ra �7
 x-��. 2�;:�� ���� � 9��a �k x���

`R� � �`�-� 2��1R t:� *��- ���
 }#�#±� � ��� ��� ��r�Ia ����:� ��a �

)- (�R ,WRa� b��� 37 �IX  d��� ����`
 5� Ja ����� �²	�� x ]�� 2¥�)�

2�6���� 
 ���6e. h�M�� �k ��� ����� 0��:���
 t�:�� )T��. ����r ��y 4�- 9)V� W�

2���� t��a 37 �Z�MRµ� 9%¶� t�;�+�� 
 }'�M7 )��`����  � �: �� 37 l��`�

S�]�� ·
� � �d�)�� 2(7�M� ���|�� 
�� ��r�Ia *:�6� �:¦ (�R ���� �Yq

 d� 2d7a� �;� 8y�:� ^� ��4��
 [� !��6� (`± �£ d;�� �:> )��:r�

2!� ���7 �Y¦ 
 d . � *��M� ��)T] xM��
 +·�- �qR�u� ���o+� [� ,c��)�
 d/ [� 2��� � �	MI d�6�M-� 9����
 *)T7� S�Ia� d�& 37 �:;:� � �7

d� ¯:#� ���� S$�r�  �]� (q��
2��)T
� _I��a ������ h�>)� _-:Q 

 _-� *���a �7 9)�r x�
 _-���� �� 7 �7� ? ��¤�
 � <a 2t�¸|� n�)
� � (�a ? �:�R�
 ��& � <a 2t����� ����+�� n�)R+�
 ���� _��O � (�a ?t�
�� t	M� ��qra
 ������ (��7 ���- m _I+ <a 2_M�;

2t�6`�� 
I 3�I ¹�
� 0¨R \� )Y�� S#�

 }]:r *��I� 2(-º� 5�7%� d7a� �� �
 �
 (�R 2����|�� ���� m�� � [� �:;:��
 ��MIa ����� (#Qa � ��-�7�M��� 5a
 �5�� 25%��� ��»q� 37 t(r ���`��
 (�ra 3� *)��- ��� (� ���I�Ja *)ya

25��r+� z/a� )y�:|� 
��� � 5�/ : �LIa W� 37 c��6I 5a ��

 2�M��� �:|�� t��zq�  �:ra ���:#I
 ��7� ���I [ ���� ��6�> ��Ia ��i). :�

��a xM [ 20�R�� 8�/ _j c7 9
 }1R ���I 5a c�T�MI�   ��¤ h1� 37

2_$���� 
 �- }.)y  ��� 5a )��`�  ��a : ¼� 

 ���  ��¤� �6$�#� _-���� ��¤a 37
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 ��a� 2*)T�� ¢�� *���a 37 �:;:�
 ���:
� o:�q�� ���� )$�� 37 !��� �Y�]

2t�)�`� 3������ �#�=#� ��/ � 
 8 I (��Y�� �=� 2h�q�� )$�T� ��a
 2t���� *���a� 0���M� ��¤a 37 h��- �7
 ��r�Ia 37 (I�M� (Y. 37 ���I [ 5j�

��� ���� �Yq�� �7 )�`�� �#M�#� ��
 ,��J�Q }�I�j� �̂ � �:b¦ !¤e� m��� d�f

25º� _�� ��J�Q �5�j� W/ �Ia 	/ 
9�:> 5:Y��. 
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 }���j ,)��`� c7 SY�����  2L����7 � L�7

 ����a 37 d�& ��� � dJ:�� 	I� LIa )�`�
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 5a )��` 5�/ �7� 2($�Z=� :YM�
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 }��p S.����  }����7�  t9���Y� 5er L 	�.

 3� *)�a �]� 29zq� ��MI)#� 0�:V�
 L�-�� ] � {�MR°�� �:�`� _j

G *�7 �q�
� ? \��$�)� \�:T
� ? � 0�:g
� :�� 	���/ \��� G <=�°� c��� 

 }7��� 	$�� 5�/� 22L-��R�  �6�T
� ��)���
 G 5:��a ? � {��� ���67 � :�� (�R

'#� 5�/ 	. h�1� �7��67 3� �1� 
 0�-��+� \� 8���� ���;°��
  :�
� W� �6¦ 5�/� 22*=T��
 �6���� ,��7:q��� G ��q� ? {:6��
 LIa� ,0)$�; c$�� [� _- m h���I�:] 5a
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� �� �� �� �

 ��q�� 224�� (�� �=Q° ��� (�I
 0���M� L�/ �.)�7 ^� L/���7 xY�

���� ���Q ��Q� �)®� ��V. t�6`�� �
"��`� 0:6�"  U> ��/ \�� _j ��

 �:T
� L-��:T67 37� 2��)�`� L��y�67
 0�� ]Prometheus Unbound""  (��

 L���)� �k ���; �7 U> 37 ,�I%O 0�:`Ia
 m LIa �a (��j� 9�: - L��& LY1I�
 ,��R 5��;�� ,0)$�g �#y�� 3� [� ��q�
 !�:�` �6�]� 0�:Q L��y�67 �t��.

�K`�  ,���>��� L��:R� ,S.��
�
 c�T�MI 5a ���qY�� ,(�y��� LI��;��

 L-�:`Ia � t=�� _j" X�)� ^�
���)��"  L-�� ]�":�� 0z] ^�"2 

 h1�7 S�#
� )��`� hqj ©�� �]�
 n��> L-����/ U> ��/� ,���T�� � L-��R
 � ,\g=V� � :�� ��7� ,�'��I�

� L-:] xYM- ��� x]:� S��r ��)�`
 )��� n�:7a � }�6�)J ��7 29���
 )�� W� �k��� )KY� 5�/ 	��� 0)>�%�

 G �%�� ? Äy�:r !��7 � _�.(Pisa)  �?
 W� x�.�� L�V; ��;� �]� G���T��
 ,���T�°� \I�:6� }�6�y )��� Äy�r
 G xI��M-�z� ? 0z67 � 0�]�� L-�.��

� ��; 37 *)6�� 5º� �7�)� ? )��`

 :�	�q� !�� x��/ !z] W�� G ���/
(Cor Cordium)   9a"*:�6� ��]" 

 �#y��� L7:] ���� d;� �¦ m�
"W�`/" ���� *)�I t�)6� 0��M� ^�� 2

 ����q. d;)� �k h�a (�� (�°� (R:�
 5�:�� x" ��$�)� 0�� 6� _�- �

"�)�
� d����" :���� !U��MI 9�� 
"� ��a (I�)�- :�� � S��
� )$�T

 5���- ���a �7 �j� (I�>e-� ,0%�  �)/�
 5a c�T��a [ 2 ��-��� 0UR  )7a �6�6R
 ��� . 37 xIa d� )$�T� ��a �)�a
 �� - }���¤a t�u#� � S�T�- ��� UT�
 c�Q c$��� 37 ��:��a xIa <a ,�)�-�

2����T�" 
",�qR�u� ,��$�:�� ��)� ����a [a 

 ,5� J+�� 5��.+� \� ���)T� ,����
 ,¥��)�� S$���� � ����`� ,�YI'
�

2�V/ 3� (��] _��¦" 
" t	M� ��/ � <a ?\��M- t�u#� �a

\6�T�-" ? 
" ����� S�T� LIa ,h�#
� _��] X��

 �:��� �i��#� �	�� ����a 37 }���¤a
 �%�� (�r� 2���+� c7=�

� ,(6��:
� :� _j 2(R�)� )�`�
 �7 UJ 37 )�#�
� 9�7¨� �	�� l:���
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 �Y�>)� ��r�I+� (� _�- d� 2� ]
 ���-� ,��� ��± (�� ,������

2��6� ��-�a %²� ,�#��� 
"UT� ��a"2 

"" _R��; ¥�+� W� sM�� _I�
 � ,�.).)�� S����� � �>e-� ,�)- hg

+� (7�'
� c��:� :�� _j ,��)y
 ¥�+� � x��g ����; ����� �R���/
 h��+�/ �a 2t	M� � ����j �Z� Ja�

t�u#� �:; S`- ������"2 
":��)�� :; � S��T� )$�T� ��a 

 ,t�:�� *��� � )K® xIa� ��`-
 ���#M� ���6Y/ 5�]�o+�  �R��;�

  �Y`� t��i W� n�:7+� 5:q� 5�UV�
 0����
� ,(���� ¯��¤ ��Y� ����w ^�

 X�M- ���	J � xIa� ,����6� ��M�
 (I�:;�+� S#`� 5�� 2�/)-�
 d��� 	/ d���� _7�7a *��� �R�`�
 2����� 0:�i � �Y`� <�7a t	M� h�I
  ��ra 5a c�T��a [ x�/ 5�� (�I�
 5a (�. t�u#� ����a � �± xIa�
¯	�a �]a ^� d>�� hg (Ija *�� ¯)T� 
 ,�T���� 0���M�� 0���� �:Q (M#I
 ½��� (�� ��u#� 0)q� _�- h��e/
 ¥��� � 2W�� ,cy�M� 9:6� ��R�� 7

 _j� ,t��:� �Y�1
 (M#I 5a� 2)�#�
 ����� *À �] (�+�� 5%�� §). 5+
 d��a ��)J �7 �j� _�q� }�#�V/ t��>
 U�� �%] {:] 37 }�T�> L6.a 37  Å��J

����o _�R 5a  �j j� ����� c�T�M�. ��
2t��Y� xI�/ 5a ��� ½�- 

 5�j� � 5' _-:Q ����; 5a [�
 9�%� �=;� �	�� t�:��� ¥�+�
 L�;� 3� t	M� c�± 5a ��� ���� �	��
 tW�®� ,0)�%�� L��r� )TY�. <:��� t���
 9a 37 2h�1�� �:�� 37 5�u�#� t	M�

Á���� 9a 37� ,x6�> 0��7  xI:q-
 !�)�� d���� ��a 

 ���6
� ��¤+� 37 �7�J �¤ xIa
 ����� 4�� W� ��º� <)" (�� �Y��
�
 t��� }[�i }��$�- �:;+ (I�� 2�Zer �
 \�7 �uI �]� 2��)�:�� _�6�6R
 2��7=� L-�)T] )TY� [ :�. �%] {:]
 (Y��. *��M� ���a  �:�� S�T� �6�

)�%J� c�M� �� �  )��`�/ ,h���
 }��/�� 5:q� �6�r)� L���w t��� 37�q�
 ,0)q#� x�uI �7 �j� (�R ,)q#� :��
 �a ,)�: ��� l���°� ����  ��e. �#�I�
 n�- ���a� W� ,0U6#� ,���Y�� 0��#�/
 )6#� *:g ��YM; W�� ,(q�
� �	��
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� �� �� �� �

 W� cY�- 0���� 0����/ �a ,c�])�
+� \� 9��� ��)T] ���#
� ���o

 ��Y/ � 0��:�/ �a ,Uu�� �`���
 ����� �² hg t�¸|� ��]���a ���Y`-
 ,����r �:#�� ,X�#��. ,0���� X�)�
 ���
� )T
� �: / �a 2��U�� l:u���
 hg ,LIja � 9���. Uu�� W� s]�M��

2¥��)� ¢]:� 
 0:] ¯:#- (�� ���#� (6��:Y� ��.

 9:] )$�� ��Uge-20���� 
��q$=
� ��)� ����a ���Y�� 

�:��� t�]�:� ����a ���� (R�a 
 �Y$��� (R�� (16�a hg 9�)J

_-���M� 
(R)7 d�Y�� UT� ��a (R)7 

 ��:��7 ���r xIa 
��¤ ��� xIa 

���. t��)�/ xIa 
 (6��:7 37 (�r+  �����- 5��

n��%� 
 }�u�a �Z�� ,��.%� ��� �  37 9:]+

:7��l 
 �6�u� L�.)J �  t��J �$��� cYM�

������ (q��. ��7�q� LI��ra UV�. 
  h� b�.  ��)�- L b�
� ��
� cYM��

)�`�� ���|� ����a � LM#I 
 _-:Q L��7:Q � ���)� cYM��

5a }�I�� d����� L���/� W� :V��. 
��� � U`� _j 

 {��� �)�� (�7 9)�r x� ��.
2 )7a �6�6R 

                    ��)g W� �YO 
 

%%% &
� '� 
To A Skylark 

W�r 2* 2* ��|� )��`� 
 ��	�� �l�� �r �_��� �<=�    �* �)�T� ����� �:YM� ��/��  
 ��� �O ,}�Uy \I:q- ���O    ��� �� }t(r � Å��J ����  
 ��=�� ��i ,��6� 37 �*���    ��6 ��� ������ � ��K�  

��J ���V�
� ���). ,(�r �t   ! �� �� �M� ����g 3 �7 ��.��`��  
*** 
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 ������ �x��y }�7 �� �� �¥�+� 3�    �\�J)- 	V�R ^� ��)y�  
 _Ie/_  ����
� �dV7 �:���_    �\��M- L� ���I ������  

 ����:� �̄ :. �_�R��; ��)�`I    �3�z�- �j� c��
� �̄ :.�  
� L�. _�� �� �x���a� ����:    �\6�� L�.� �5:�`� L�.�  

*** 
 �*�)�� (��- ��Y`� �x�7 �j�    ����� ��Q S.+� W� ����  
 ����� �)�M� �*��M� t�ia    ������� L� ��	�� l�r�  
 �*�)y ����> �dV7 �x��]a�    }[:�; �:T�  ���M� �=>  
 ���)J �%� : ��� � _Ie/   a �)� �̀�� L� s�¦ ���j (�I  

*** 
+� _6I�� �)y �j� �5�: �; ��    �)�M�I� hg �_��:R *�j�  

 �5�:�i+� c$�)� � _Ie/    �(Y�� hJ� W�  �)�� �h�I  
 �5�)���� h��� m 5�/ �j�   )#� ��
 _��> 9a)Y�  
 �5���� �%�- _�I�Ja (#q�.   ! �)6� �M�- � ��:R �a ��)� ��  

*** 
:i  ���� 7  ���� b9:] �t   � ���� �7 �j� t��YM� U��  

 b(�� �l��`� (7� �N)6/   9 ��
� ���� 3 �7 �������  
 b(��� ����� �)�#� �3q�   9 �� �� (�uY�� \�� !�)-  
 b9)6��� L��MR �I)���    ! 9 ����� �x-a �t�/ �j �7 �j�  

*** 
+� �̄ :. � Å��J ��#� �h��   t��YM� �86� ���. :YM��  

� �h�Y� �)�� 5:q� � )� �̀ �� ��   t���� � ��R���a ���#�  
 �<:�� � 8�> ����� ���� 	/   t��u� (;%��� ������ !���  
 �h��6� �:;:� 5a ��M��.   ! t�7� �\� �)��� �S�)J  

*** 
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� �� �� �� �

? \��`- �7 ? �xIa �7 222 � ����;    ��& �j�7�? �0 �)R�� �� �_  
 �5:; ��� L��� �5�� : ��� �j�   0)>�%� �� ��M� L� �xT �R�  
 �5:I dV7 �� �% �] L� <�I�    �0)7��� !��T7e� ��;�  
 �5:��� b9:6� � �� �J ¯:#�    ! �!)7��� �L�-���� !�� �;  

*** 
(��� �:I �8�> 3 �7 �_Ie/    L��� 3 �7�_ ) �$�g �)��r  
(;�� � �L-��� �hY� ��   (�T��  �)$�; 9:� L���  

 �)� �̀ �� ���_  ��� !�:� � �7�_    �)7��� �L��MR� ,5:q� W�  
(� �¶ �) �7 �m� �� ^� ��: �6 ��    ! �)y�|� a�� L� ,d�&  

*** 
���� �M �R �/o �� �: �> �_Ie/    �L���� ����7��a �x��y�  
�� �� �� �> �k }t��� �c`��    �L���%� �L-�)� �R �h��M��-�  

 � �¦����� �] 9:��� ���g ��    �L��|� ������7 d�`��.  
�� �R� �� 9:�� :�I d� �6��.   ! �L���� �L �I��a �*)�`�.  

*** 
9 ����� ����� \� �_Ie/    �̄ �� � ��M�� 37 �n�¤  
���� �7 �j� !��� c�`��   °� W� (#¬� �̄ ��#�/ �)g  
9 ���
�/ !t�:ia )V���   � )�%� W� �S��� �: ���  
9 �� � � d�- m ���� ����.    �S�º� (����� ���� �-e�- m�  

*** 
 �0��� (� �)� \� �_Ie/    �����%� ��]���a \� ��:g  

��� �- ���� �� (;�� � ��Y    �L���� ��/'- ,X�)� 37  
 ��YMI ���y � dY"�    �L���� �²�6��� ���a  

 9:�� �)Y�� _�-� ����R   ! �L����� ��YM�� �k j:�-  
*** 
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 �8 �Q:�� [ �_�$�� �J �c���  
 

  �U1I 37 L �� _�-:Q�  
  ��:;a L��MR 9��� �)T6.  

 
   _  sR �j�_ c��)� �x]�   �Uu��  

  �8T+� L��qr (�)� (�TJ�  
 

  �UVq� n�)
� ���� ¢6�a�  
  ��)�I 9�� ��	�� �5µ.  

 
  �3MR _��MR� �U6R ! �UT>  

 *** 
 �! � �z�� �] �� _�& �S��   ? � )y�> � ��; �7 \:6-  
 �! �� �:/ �7� !�R� �j�7�   ? � )��� W� !��� l�`.  
! �! �)ka �7 ���� �  Å��J    � )R�� 3 �7 )Y|� � _����  
 �! �)��7 �0)���� ��#�   ! �  �)$�� � �0 �)��M�
� ���� �-  

*** 
¨� (I�Ja ����� �7 �j� ���    �5�� �6� <�I+� � �� ��`Ia�  

 ������ �� �5� )� �� ����Ja�    �5���� ���] ��)� 37 x�®  
 �x� Ia �6. ����r �7 �j�    �5�;� ��I� )�M� 37 ����7�  
 ��:TI�� 9:�� (I�Ja ������   ! �5��T� �����Ja ��)g� W�  

*** 
R)�`�- �j� ��6�6�� (� �u �6. �\    �9a 9 �) �- ? �_��� �c����� �t(r  

? �\�/)- 9:�� �:�� 9a�    �9a� ? �_���� �x �̀ ® ��:6R  
 �9a�  �9a� ��:� �� ? �5�% �R    �9a� ? �_i�a ¯:. 9 �)�- �t	�  

? �\��� 8�/ ? �  ���� ���� �7�   ? �  �) �#�T� �<:Y�� x�Á 8�/�  
*** 

�)�M� ��)� �L°� � ��R ��    �)�u�� (�u� _�� ����a�  
 ��:7+� ���o�R 37 � =>a�    � �¤ � �T�a�  �) �Y �M�� (�
�  

 «� �R \�" �xIa��  �����    ��: � �c��� ���|� h�)/  
 }I�7o \.)�- [��  ��:f   ! �)� �M�- [ ��®�K� (-e��  
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� �� �� �� �

*** 
 ��	
� �*:Q �_���> �UT��   :;:� (6 �� �� �: � ��t(I�� �  
 �0���� ��#M�. � ������   t(��� ���])� � L7=Re�  
 ���6V� \VR��� �%� �� �� 	�   t9)�� 5����� h� �)����  
 ���)R�� �x-a 8�q. b[��    t(�u�7 9 �)�Y/ (�M�- �_�I�Ja

*** 
 }7�)J h� �Z� �M� �) �:;:�   � �I �� �� �� (I ��� )7e� (� ���I�  

� ¯)��I� ��:�� [ �7 )/j    ���-�. �7 �� 37 )Vq�I�  
 }7:� �)��� �j 5�/ �5���  ��:f   �It�� hq. �)�g ��YM��  

 ����M� (I�Ja b5a ���� [�    })$�g ��T�¬�  ! ��� �I% �R  
*** 

 :� ���)�� ����I ��6�� �> ��I   t��zq�� ����� �)6��I�  
 :� �U6R �)q#� �Ie`I �I    �) �y� �t�q��� 9:�� ����� ��  
 :� ��:�`� U�� ��;�� �I    �t����� ����; W� ��`��  

 �q ��)�M� (���� ����; ��� ��   ! t��YM� �n ���+ (I�J+�� �xY�  
*** 

 �L���
� �  �����Ja 9 ���� ��    �5���� �td7 �  �) �� �r �����a�  
 �L�'
� 9:�� �{�P/ ¯:#�-   a �d/ du#-� �5��6� (I�J  
 �L��Y
� �I ���#�e� 9�%�-�    �5�M�� �o:�/ L-:R �] �7�  
 �L�)�M�7 ��i�a 3� ��)�y �3�¡ �   ! �5����� �)67 t��YM� �n�e.  

*** 
 �t���� ��� �8 I ^ �x� [a    �_�6�� �L��r W6� x� ���  
 �t�# � �<�I �_�6�� 5µ.    �_�� �R �<��� �¥�. �5� S b# �  
 �t���� L�.� �t�)�� ����    �  ���]� (#�u� (I�� �; ��:�r  
 �t���� ��� �3� ^� (�Qe.   ! �_���� }���)�y (�Qa �Ia 	/  
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(�)��� ���* 
+,� !"�� 

 }#-�� _���Y�� 9���   ! 9� �R �� �� �oa m �3q�  
 �*)�] � �_�� ����.a   ! ? �� �� �� �3 �7 �*) �6� � d�.  

 ����a�(�� �3 �7 _��   9�; �� �3 �7� , �3 �J W�  
�� �� �M� �����; �c�-a�    ���� � � �3 �7 �� �:> � ����  

 }=$�� �c �; ��a� W ���I    }=$��� ,_��� 9� �� ��  
 ����� ���� ���M�� :��    �� ��
� �3 �7 ��I ��� � �X��  

*** 
(�� �/�:q� (6��:7�    �����|� ��R�Q ��� � �-  

a��y ��� h/� �t��u�   9 �� �� �� W� (���R� �-  
 }0 �U �O � ���6e.    �� �r �� =� }0���r�  
 �xV��� �� ���& 5e/   ! �� �� �o � xIa� �_���  

a/o �p� a9��r :� 
 

&
-�� 
 9%���I°� 9)6��� )��`�"W��r" 

"  � t�; �7 dY/a ��T6� !�� ��-
��R�Q ��Y1I �]� 29%���I°� )�`� � �
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An analysis of the linguistic 

and cultural differences between 

Ode to a Skylark and its Arabic 

renderings has been fully 

illustrated previously (Rauof, 

1984) and therefore lies outside 

the scope of the present paper. Of 

more interest is the trigger for 

these differences which ultimately 

produced texts whose status is 

difficult to delimit. Popovic's 

(1970) concept of "shifts in 

expression" was one of the early 

theories attempting to account for 

the differences showing between a 

text and its translation(s). Defined 

as "all that appears as new with 

respect to the original, or fails to 

appear where it might have been 

expected" (Popovic, 1970, p.79), 

shifts whether "intellectual" or 

"aesthetic" inevitably take place in 

literary translation because of (1) 

the differences between the 

linguistic and literary systems that 

the source text and its translation 

stand for, (2) and the inextricable 

influences of "identity and 

difference" under which the 

translator operates. Where s/he 

deviates from the original 

exercising "the right to differ …to 

be independent" the translator still 

proves faithful to the original in 

the sense of him/her aspiring to 

translate it into the target language 

"in its totality as an organic 

whole…to reproduce it as a living 

work" Faithfulness as such is 

globally maintained "with a 

relatively free and arbitrary 

treatment of details"(Popovic, 

1970, pp.79-80).   

  Popovic's concept of shifts in 

expression was echoed in 

Lefevere's (1975, as cited in 
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Bassnett, 2002) strategy of 

"interpretation"- including 

"versions" and "imitations"- one of 

seven strategies found to be 

employed by translators of poetry. 

A version is a poem different in 

form from the source yet retaining 

the essence of it. An imitation is a 

poem sharing the title and a 

starting point with the source but 

the rest of it is the translator's sole 

creation. The two sub strategies of 

interpretation can be seen to be 

employed in the translations of 

Ode to a Skylark.  

 Hermans' (2007) defence of the 

translator's right to offer his/her 

individualized interpretation of the 

source text is a further elaboration 

of the same line of argument and 

so is Tymozcko (2010). 

Translation as Hermans (2007, 

pp.5-30) put it is "interpretive" 

representing a pre-existing text 

rather than "descriptive" stating 

something that may be true or 

false with interpretation varying 

with every "repeatable" and 

"successive" translation of a 

source text. Expecting absolute 

equivalence in the sense of the 

translation enacting the same 

linguistic and cultural meaning of 

the original would make of it an 

authentic repetition of some other 

text in a different language. It may 

still keep the name "in a genetic 

sense" but it would have lost the 

function it was supposed to have, a 

text embodying a worldview at a 

certain point of time in a certain 

context. A translation according to 

Hermans should not be "the 

definitive version standing for this 

source" otherwise little room 

would be left for attempting a new 

translation of a text either by the 

same translator or others, 

something that translation 

practices across languages and 
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cultures have proved implausible. 

In the present context one can 

simply think of the number of 

translations of Shelley's Ode to a 

Skylark by Egyptian and Arab 

poets. Such a conception of the 

nature of translation stresses out 

rather than solves "the 

innumerable problems for 

definition" as Robinson called it 

and leaves one pondering whether 

the text in question is a translation 

or original. 
A "holistic" cultural translation 

approach (Tymozcko, 2010) is 

another variation on the same 

translation strategy conducive to 

texts that do no replicate their 

source text linguistically, an 

approach seen by Tymozcko as 

most effective with texts from a 

source culture with different 

underpinnings from those of the 

receiving audience. A translator's 

contribution to the target literary 

system is "to introduce new ideas, 

to broaden experiential realms, to 

enrich mental domains" 

(Tymozcko, 2010, p. 231) which 

can be hardly made if the 

translator follows a "linear" mode 

of translating a text "word by word 

and sentence by sentence as they 

appear in the text" (Tymozcko, 

2010, p. 246). Highlighting "the 

signature concepts" of the source 

text or the "cultural elements that 

are key to social organization, 

cultural practices, discourses and 

dispositions constituting the 

habitus of a culture" (Tymozcko, 

2010, p.238) is one way to fulfill 

this task. 
 Signature concepts according 

to Tymozcko may be abstract or 

material usually epitomizing 

values characteristic of the culture 

in question such as "freedom, 

progress, wealth, shame, purity, 

and bravery" (Tymozcko, 2010, 
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pp. 238-239) among others. In the 

present context freedom can be 

claimed to be one of the signature 

concepts of Romantic poetry and 

Shelley's Ode to a Skylark in 

particular that was heartily 

welcomed by Egyptian 

intellectuals and literati in the first 

half of the twentieth century as has 

been previously alluded to. 
Conclusion 

The examples cited in this 

paper of two types of Arabic 

pseudotranslations or texts at the 

juncture of originality and 

derivation contribute to the study 

of one path of translational 

practices where translation 

becomes a set of practices 

mutually negotiated by the author 

of the text and the receiving 

audience as with abdel Rahman 

Shukri's and Ahmad Zaki abu 

Shadi's poems inspired by/ 

pseudotranslations of Classical 

history/ mythology. The same 

blurred distinctions are detected 

with another type of texts "taken 

to be translation" allowing greater 

room for "shift", "interpretation", 

or "holism" on the part of the 

translator which usually feature 

when a translator is aware that the 

role of translation is to introduce 

change into the conceptual 

framework of the target culture in 

the form of new genres or themes 

rather than produce "faithful" or 

"accurate" rendering of some 

source text. 
Notes:  
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